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Abstract
In this paper it is shown that Neville elimination is suited to exploit the rank structure of an order-r
quasiseparable matrix A ∈ Cn×n by providing a condensed decomposition of A as product of unit bidiagonal
matrices, all together specified by O(nr) parameters, at the cost of O(nr3) flops. An application of this result
for eigenvalue computation of totally positive rank-structured matrices is also presented.
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1. Introduction
Neville elimination is a classical elimination technique which, differently from the customary
Gaussian method, makes use of consecutive equations (rows) to reduce a linear system into an
upper triangular form. When applicable without row exchanges Neville elimination computes a
factorization of a matrix A ∈ Cn×n as the product of bidiagonal matrices. This representation is
of special interest for totally positive matrices, TP matrices for short, since it was shown that the
bidiagonal factors inherit the TP property [21,17,20,19]. Recently the factorized representation
of TP matrices has been also exploited in the design of highly accurate eigenvalue solvers. In
[25] the differential forms of the qd algorithm [26,30] are applied to a TP matrix represented in
factored form for computing its eigenvalues at high relative accuracy.
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In this paper different Neville-based approaches to the decomposition of a rank-structured
matrix A ∈ Cn×n are studied. The motivation is twofold: To characterize the Neville factorization
of a rank-structured matrix by providing easily computable conditions to ensure the TP property
and to develop O(n2) fast and accurate eigenvalue solvers for TP rank-structured matrices by
generalizing existing results for TP tridiagonal matrices [26]. Further, it is worth noting that rank
structures generalize banded, generalized banded and staircase structures so that our work is also
related to the results in [23,22] for these latter classes of structured matrices.
As our major contribution we show that if the Neville method can be applied to an order-r
quasiseparable matrixAwithout row exchanges, then it computes a condensed factorization ofA as
the product of unit bidiagonal matrices all together specified by O(nr)parameters. This provides an
easily verifiable determinantal characterization of TP order-r quasiseparable matrices. Moreover,
using the algorithm in [25] applied to the condensed factorization enables the eigenvalues of a
TP order-r quasiseparable matrix A to be computed in O(n2) flops at almost the same relative
accuracy as the elements of the factorization.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the background concerning the Nev-
ille elimination process, TP matrices and rank-structured matrices. In Section 3 the properties of
the Neville elimination method applied to a rank-structured matrix are analyzed. In particular, it is
shown that Neville elimination can be performed efficiently by yielding a condensed factorization
of the input matrix as the product of bidiagonal and/or inverses of bidiagonal matrices. In Section
4 we discuss the application of this result to the fast and accurate eigenvalue computation of a
TP rank-structured matrix represented in factored form and, finally, the conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.
2. Background
In this section we review some well known properties of rank-structured matrices, TP matrices,
their bidiagonal decomposition and their relationships with the Neville elimination process.
2.1. Rank-structured matrices
Informally a matrix A has a rank structure if its off-diagonal blocks have small rank. In
recent years the properties of rank-structured matrices have been widely studied (see [28] and the
references given therein) and the development of efficient numerical linear algebra methods to
manipulate such kind of matrices have lead to major computational breakthroughs. A fundamental
step in the design of fast algorithms is the description of the rank structure in terms of a small
number of parameters that are called generators. The efficiency of linear algebra computations for
rank-structured matrices can significantly be improved by working directly with the generators
instead of the matrix entries. The choice of the generators also affects the stability of the resulting
algorithms.
More precisely, let us assume that A = (ai,j ) ∈ Cn×n satisfies the rank constrains
max
1kn−1 rankA(k + 1 : n, 1 : k)  p, max1kn−1 rankA(1 : k, k + 1 : n)  q, (2.1)
whereB(i : j, k : l) is the submatrix ofB with entries having row and column indexes in the ranges
i through j and k through l, respectively. Let Fp,q be the class of such n × n rank structured
matrices. Then any A ∈Fp,q can be represented by means of an asymptotically minimal set of
generators as follows [8,10,12]:
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ai,j =
{
x
T
i F
×
i,jyj , 1  j < i  n,
z
T
i G
×
i,jwj , 1  i < j  n,
(2.2)
where xi+1, yi and zi , wi+1, 1  i  n − 1, are vectors of size p and q, respectively, and, more-
over, F×i,j ∈ Cp×p and G×i,j ∈ Cq×q are defined by
F×i,j = Fi−1 · · ·Fj+1, i > j + 1; Fj+1,j = Ip,
G×i,j = Gi+1 · · ·Gj−1, j > i + 1; Gi,i+1 = Iq,
for suitable matrices F2, . . . , Fn−1 ∈ Cp×p and G2, . . . ,Gn−1 ∈ Cq×q . A matrix A given in the
form (2.2) is called an order-(p, q)-quasiseparable matrix [10]. In case p = q = r one refers to
A as an order-r-quasiseparable matrix.
The quasiseparable structure provides a generalization of the band structure. IfFi = F ,Gi = G
with Fp = 0, Gq = 0, then the matrix A defined by (2.2) is a band matrix with upper and
lower bandwidth q and p, respectively. The quasiseparable structure is partially maintained under
arithmetic operations, inversion, LU and QR factorization. This means that the matrices generated
by these operations are still quasiseparable, with a possibly different order of quasiseparability.
Fast O(n) algorithms for performing these operations based upon generator manipulations have
been devised in [10–12].
2.2. Totally positive matrices and Neville elimination
Totally positive (TP) matrices are real, nonnegative matrices whose all minors are nonnegative.
If all the minors are positive the TP matrix is said strictly totally positive (STP). The theory of
such matrices originated in the work of Gantmakher and Krein [16] and Karlin [24]. Up-to-
date surveys of properties and applications of TP matrices can be found in [1,27]. The so-called
oscillatory matrices are special instances of TP matrices arising in the study of small oscillations
of a system about a position of equilibrium. First remarkable examples of oscillatory matrices with
a rank structure appeared in [16] with the aim of describing the inverses of symmetric tridiagonal
matrices (Jacobi matrices).
Some basic properties of TP matrices readily follows from the determinantal characterization.
Indeed, by using the Cauchy–Binet identity we find that the class of TP matrices is closed under
matrix multiplication. However, for computational purposes it is useful to restate the determinantal
conditions in terms of properties of the entries of an appropriate factorization of the matrix. It was
shown in [21] that a nonsingular matrix A is TP if and only if it can be uniquely factored as
A = L(1) · · ·L(n−1) · D · U(n−1) · · ·U(1), (2.3)
where D = diag[d1, . . . , dn], and L(k) = (l(k)i,j ) and U(k) = (u(k)i,j ) are lower and upper unit bidi-
agonal matrices, respectively, such that
(1) di > 0 for all i;
(2) l(k)i+1,i = u(k)i,i+1 = 0 for i < n − k;
(3) l(k)i+1,i  0, u(k)i,i+1  0 for i  n − k;
(4) l(k)i+1,i = 0 implies l(k−s)i+1+s,i+s = 0 for s = 1, . . . , k − 1; u(k)i,i+1 = 0 implies u(k−s)i+s,i+1+s = 0
for s = 1, . . . , k − 1.
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The factorization (2.3) of a TP matrix A as product of bidiagonal factors can be computed by
Neville elimination applied for reducing A into diagonal form. Similar decompositions also hold
for STP matrices (see [21] and the references given therein).
Gauss elimination is the customary method for the triangularization of an input n × n matrix
A. Neville elimination provides an alternative approach based on a different annihilation scheme.
It consists of n − 1 successive steps
A = A˜(1) → A(1) → A˜(2) → · · · → A(n−1) → A˜(2) = U,
where U is an upper triangular matrix.
The matrices A˜(k) = (a˜(k)i,j ) and A(k) = (a(k)i,j ) only differ by a suitable permutation of rows. It
is found that
a
(k)
i,j = a˜(k)σ (i),j , k  i, j  n,
where σ : {k, k + 1, . . . , n} → {k, k + 1, . . . , n} is any permutation such that
a˜
(k)
σ (i),k = 0 ⇒ a˜(k)σ (j),k = 0 ∀j  i.
Matrices whose Neville elimination can be carried out without row exchanges are said to satisfy
the WR condition in [20].
The transformation A(k) → A˜(k+1) annihilates the entries located in the kth column of A(k)
under the main diagonal. The elimination step involves a linear combination of two consecutive
equations. We obtain that
a˜
(k+1)
i,j =
⎧⎨⎩a
(k)
i,j −
a
(k)
i,k
a
(k)
i−1,k
a
(k)
i−1,j if i > k and a
(k)
i−1,k /= 0;
a
(k)
i,j if i > k and a
(k)
i−1,k = 0.
For 1  k < i  n, the element
mi,k =
⎧⎨⎩
a
(k)
i,k
a
(k)
i−1,k
if a(k)i−1,k /= 0;
0 if a(k)i−1,k = 0;
is the (i, k) multiplier in the Neville elimination scheme applied to A = A˜(1).
The complete reduction of A can be accomplished by a two-step procedure where Neville
elimination is first applied to A for computing the upper triangular matrix U and then applied
to UT for converting this latter matrix into upper triangular form. If both A and UT fulfill the
WR condition, then this process yields a factorization of A in terms of certain unit bidiagonal
matrices specified by the multipliers occurring in the Neville elimination. The matrices A which
can be decomposed in this way are said to satisfy the WCR condition [20]. The entries of the
factorization can be related with the elements obtained in the Neville reduction in a process akin
to the use of Gauss elementary matrices when employed for computing a LU factorization.
Assume that the input matrix A satisfies the WRC condition. At the end of the first step we
have
Fn−1 · · ·F2 · F1A = U, (2.4)
where
Fj = Ij−1 ⊕
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
mj+1,j
.
.
.
.
.
. 1
−mn,j 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , 1  j  n − 1.
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A decomposition of the form (2.3) follows from the re-factorization of the unit lower triangular
matrix F−11 · F−12 · · ·F−1n−1 as the product of unit bidiagonal matrices. Let
Fj (α) = Ij−1 ⊕
[
1
−α 1
]
⊕ In−j−1, 1  j  n − 1. (2.5)
Observe that
Fj =Fj (mj+1,j ) ·Fj+1(mj+2,j ) · · ·Fn−1(mn,j )
and, hence,
F−1j =Fn−1(−mn,j ) ·Fn−2(−mn−1,j ) · · ·Fj (−mj+1,j ).
Using swapping techniques applied to the matrix F−11 · F−12 · · ·F−1n−1 expressed as product of the
elementary matricesFj (−mi,k) yields the sought factorization. We have
Fj (α) ·Fk(β) =Fk(β) ·Fj (α) if |j − k| /= 1 or αβ = 0. (2.6)
By repeatedly applying this property we obtain that
F−11 · F−12 · · ·F−1n−1 = (· · ·F1(−m2,1)) · (· · ·F2(−m3,2)) · · ·Fn−1(−mn,n−1)
= · · ·F1(−m2,1) ·F2(−m3,2) · · ·Fn−1(−mn,n−1),
where
L(n−1) =F1(−m2,1) ·F2(−m3,2) · · ·Fn−1(−mn,n−1)
is a unit lower bidiagonal matrix. The complete rearrangement of the product of the matri-
ces Fj (−mi,k) in the decomposition of F−11 · F−12 · · ·F−1n−1 produces unit bidiagonal matrices
L(n−2), . . . , L(1) such that
A = L(1) · · ·L(n−1) · U.
In an analogous way by using Neville elimination applied to UT we determine unit upper bidiag-
onal matrices G1, . . . ,Gn−1 such that
U · G1 · · ·Gn−1 = D, D = diag[d1, . . . , dn].
The rearrangement technique can also be carried out to reorder the product G−1n−1 · · ·G−11 . Further,
it is easily seen that a nonsingular TP matrixA satisfies the WRC condition. Therefore the complete
reduction process applied to such a matrix A leads to its factorization (2.3).
3. Neville elimination for TP rank-structured matrices
In this section we consider the application of a slightly modified Neville elimination algorithm
to factorize an input rank-structured matrixA ∈Fp,q . For a fixedp the modified scheme performs
as follows: at the j th step Neville elimination is applied to create zeros in the last n − p − j entries
of the j th column. We assume that the first p steps A = A(1) → A(2) → · · · → A(p+1) of this
elimination scheme can be carried out without row exchanges. For brevity this assumption will
be referred to as the WR(p) condition.
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For computation with rank-structured matrices the interest in Neville elimination steams from
the observation that the rank structure of A = A(1) is maintained during the elimination process
so that A = A(1) ∈Fp,q implies A(p+1) ∈Fp,q . In addition, Neville elimination provides an
effective tool for reducing the input matrix A = A(1) into a banded form. The following simple
example from [15] is illuminating and basically motivates our present research. Let us consider
a diagonal-plus-semiseparable matrix A = (ai,j ) ∈ Rn×n given by
ai,j =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
l, 1  j < i  n;
d, 1  i = j  n;
u, 1  i < j  n;
where l, d, u stand for real numbers. Observe that A = A(1) ∈F1,1. The first elimination step
A = A(1) → A(2) reduces the input matrix into an upper Hessenberg form. Then, applying another
step of the modified scheme to A(2)T , or, equivalently, to A(2) by columns, enables the input matrix
A to be transformed in tridiagonal form.
Our first result describes the structure of the matrix A(p+1) generated after p steps of the mod-
ified Neville elimination scheme applied to A = A(1) ∈Fp,q under the additional requirement
that the multipliers in the Neville scheme are all nonzero.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that the n × n matrix A ∈Fp,q satisfies the WR(p) condition and let
A(p+1) be the matrix generated after p steps of the modified Neville elimination algorithm applied
to A = A(1). Further, let us suppose that the multipliers mj,k, p + k + 1  j  n, 1  k  p,
are nonzero. Then A(p+1) is a band matrix with lower bandwidth p and, moreover, A(p+1) ∈
Fp,q .
Proof. Similarly with (2.4), for the modified algorithm it follows that
Fp · · ·F2 · F1 · A(1) = A(p+1),
where F1, . . . Fp are unit lower bidiagonal matrices with
Fj = Ip+j−1 ⊕
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
−mp+j+1,j . . .
.
.
. 1
−mn,j 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , 1  j  p.
For any given j such that p + 1  j  n − p − 1 let us consider the submatrix A(p+1)[j + 1 :
n, 1 : j ] of A(p+1). By using the swapping relation (2.6) we obtain that
F̂p · ((Fj+p(mj+p+1,p) · · ·Fn−1(mn,p)) · · · (Fj+1(mj+2,1) · · ·Fn−1(mn,1)))A(1)
= A(p+1),
where F̂p is a unit lower triangular matrix of the form
F̂p =
[
F˜p 0
0 In−j
]
.
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The submatrix of B = F̂−1p A(p+1) with entries having row and column indexes in the ranges
j + 1 through n and 1 through j , respectively, has the zero-structure
1
↓
p + 1
↓
j
↓
j + 1 →
n →
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x . . . . . . x . . . x
x . . .
... . . . x
.
.
.
...
...
...
x . . . x
...
...
...
x . . . x
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
Observe that the entries in position (j + 1, 1), . . . , (j + p, p) are all nonzero since, otherwise,
ms,k = 0 for a certain s and k with p + k + 1  s  n, 1  k  p. Then the rank condition
rankA(j + 1 : n, 1 : j) = rankB(j + 1 : n, 1 : j)  p
implies that the entries of this submatrix located in the rows with index between j + p + 1 and
n must be zero. Due to the block partitioning of F̂p the same property is also fulfilled by the
corresponding entries of A(p+1). Whence, the band profile in the lower triangular part of A(p+1)
simply follows by varying j in the interval [p + 1, n − p − 1]. Since Fp · · ·F2 · F1 is a lower
triangular matrix, A(p+1) as the rank structure in its strictly upper triangular part of the same order
as A(1) and this completes the proof. 
If we assume that the matrix A(p+1)T ∈Fq,p satisfies the WR(q) condition and, moreover, the
multipliers involved in the modified Neville scheme applied to A(p+1)T are all nonzero then by
virtue of Theorem 3.1 we can apply q steps of the modified scheme to A(p+1)T, or, equivalently,
to A(p+1) by columns, to reduce A(p+1) to a (p, q) banded matrix with lower bandwidth p and
upper bandwidth q. The condition on the multipliers is readily satisfied if the input matrix A
is TP with positive boundary minors in the first p rows and in the first q columns (compare
with Th. 4.1 in [17]). As a result of the elimination process such a matrix A can be factored
as
A = F−11 · · ·F−1p · B · ·G−1q · · ·G−11 ,
where B is a TP matrix in (p, q) banded form and Fk = (f (k)i,j ) and Gk = (g(k)i,j ) are, respectively,
lower and upper unit bidiagonal matrices satisfying
(1) f (k)i+1,i = 0 for i < p + k and g(k)i+1,i = 0 for i < q + k;
(2) f (k)i+1,i < 0 for i  p + k and g(k)i+1,i < 0 for i  q + k.
A decomposition ofA involving bidiagonal matrices rather than inverses of bidiagonal matrices
can be obtained by a means of a suitable rearrangement of the elementary matrices occurring in
the the two cumulative factors F−11 · · ·F−1p and G−1q · · ·G−11 . Table 1 illustrates the case n = 8
and p = 2. The matrix F−11 · F−12 is rewritten as F ′1 · · ·F ′5, where each F ′k is formed by the
inverses of the elementary matrices used to annihilate the elements of the input matrix denoted
by k.
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Table 1
Rearrangement scheme for n = 8 and p = 2
5
4 5
3 4
2 3
1 2
For example, consider the case F1 = I2 ⊕ S6 and F2 = I3 ⊕ S5, where Sk denotes the k × k
unit lower bidiagonal matrix whose subdiagonal entries are all equal to −1. Then it is found that
F−11 · F−12 = (I6 ⊕ P2) · (I5 ⊕ P3) · (I4 ⊕ P3 ⊕ I1) · (I3 ⊕ P3 ⊕ I2) · (I2 ⊕ P3 ⊕ I3)
where
P2 =
[
1
1 1
]
, P3 =
⎡⎣11 1
1 1 1
⎤⎦ .
It is worth noting that the rearrangement increases the number of factors to the order of n
but the final representation is still condensed since each factor is specified by a small number of
nonzero entries.
The extension of these results to the larger class of TP matrices requires a more careful look at
the properties of the elimination scheme. We say that an elementary matrixFj (mi,k) is effective
whenever the multiplier mi,k is not zero. If we assume that an n × n matrix A ∈Fp,q satisfies
the WR(n − p − 1) condition then, virtually, the reduction of A to a lower p-banded form can
be performed as for a general matrix. However, due to the rank structure of A we are able to
show that the number of effective elementary matrices involved in the elimination stage grows
only linearly and, hence, the process can be described in a compact way using a few inverses of
bidiagonal matrices.
Let B1 = (b(1)i,j ) = A(1)(n − p : n, 1 : n − p − 1), σ(0) = 0, s = min{p, rank(B1)} and de-
fine
σ(k) = min{j : σ(k − 1) < j  n − p + 1 ∧ ∃i  k : b(1)i,j /= 0}, 1  k  s.
The elimination only needs to be applied on the columns of indexes σ(1), . . . , σ (s). We find that
the cumulative transformation
(Fn−p+s−1(mn−p+s,σ (s)) · · ·Fn−1(mn,σ(s))) · · · (Fn−p(mn−p+1,σ (1)) · · ·Fn−1(mn,σ(1)))
applied to the matrix A(1) converts its submatrix B1 into the echelon-like matrix C1 given by
C1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 . . . 0 c(1)1,σ (1) . . . . . . . . . c
(1)
1,n−p−1
0 . . . . . . . . . 0 c(1)2,σ (2) . . . c
(1)
2,n−p−1
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 c(1)s,σ (s) . . .
0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
with cj,σ (j) /= 0 for 1  j  s.
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Now let B2 = (b(2)i,j ) = A(1)(n − p − 1 : n, 1 : n − p − 2) and consider the modification B̂2
of B2 obtained after having performed the previous transformation applied to A(1). The matrix
has the following block structure
B̂2 =
[
A(1)(n − p − 1, 1 : n − p − 2)
C1(n − p : n − 1, 1 : n − p − 2)
]
,
and, therefore, the echelon-like form C2 of B̂2 can easily be computed by making zeros the entries
of B̂2 in positions (2, σ (1)), . . . , (s − 1, σ (s − 1)) and, possibly, (s, σ (s)). The new leading
coefficients are c(2)1,σ ′(1), . . . , c
(2)
s′,σ ′(s′). From the rank structure of C2 we may conclude that its
entries in the last max{2, p + 2 − s′} rows are all zero.
By proceeding in this way we may compute the echelon-like forms C1, . . . , Cn−2p of the
submatrices B1, . . . , Bn−2p, respectively . The reduction from Cj to Cj+1 only requires kj  p
effective elementary transformations. By grouping all these transformations in an appropriate
way similar to the rearrangement scheme in Table 1 and using (2.3) we arrive at the following
characterization for nonsingular TP rank-structured matrices.
Theorem 3.2. A nonsingular n × n matrix A ∈Fp,q is totally positive if and only if it can
factorized in the form
A = F ′1 · · ·F ′n−p−1 · L(n−p) · · ·L(n−1) · D · U(n−1) · · ·U(n−q) · G′n−q−1 · · ·G′1,
where D = diag[d1, . . . , dn], L(k) = (l(k)i,j ) and F ′k = (f ′(k)i,j ) are lower unit bidiagonal matrices
and U(k) = (u(k)i,j ) and G′k = (g′(k)i,j ) are upper unit bidiagonal matrices such that:
(1) di > 0 for all i;
(2) l(k)i+1,i = u(k)i,i+1 = f ′(k)i+1,i = g′(k)i+1,i = 0 for i < n − k, f ′(k)i+1,i = 0 for i > min{n − k + p −
1, n − 1} and g′(k)i+1,i = 0 for i > min{n − k + q − 1, n − 1};
(3) l(k)i+1,i  0, u(k)i,i+1  0 for i  n − k, f ′(k)i+1,i  0 for n − k  i  min{n − k + p − 1, n −
1} and g′(k)i+1,i  0 for n − k  i  min{n − k + q − 1, n − 1};
(4) l(k)i+1,i = 0 implies l(k−s)i+1+s,i+s = 0 for s = 1, . . . , k − n + p;u(k)i,i+1 = 0 impliesu(k−s)i+s,i+1+s =
0 for s = 1, . . . , k − n + p;
(5) f ′(k)i+1,i = 0 impliesf ′(k−s)i+1+s,i+s = 0 for s = 1, . . . , k − 1 andg′(k)i+1,i = 0 impliesg′(k−s)i+1+s,i+s =
0 for s = 1, . . . , k − 1.
Remark 3.3. Neville elimination provides an effective tool for computing the bidiagonal factor-
ization of TP matrices described in the previous theorem. The complexity of this computation
depends on the representation of the input rank structured matrix A = A(1). If the matrix is
specified by its n2 entries then the cost is O(n2 · max{p, q}). Otherwise, if the matrix is repre-
sented in a structured form by means of a linear number of generators the cost can decrease to
O(n · max{p3, q3}).
Remark 3.4. In [18] it was shown that the multipliers occurring in the Neville elimination algo-
rithm applied to a matrix A can be expressed as quotient of minors of A. Since the bidiagonal
factorizations of TP rank structured matrices involve O(n · max{p, q}) multipliers only, they can
be used to improve the efficiency of some well known determinantal characterizations.
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4. Fast and accurate eigenvalue computation of TP rank-structured matrices
In this section we discuss an application of the properties of condensed bidiagonal decompo-
sitions of TP rank-structured matrices for the fast and accurate eigenvalue computation of such
kinds of matrices. The search of efficient eigensolvers for TP matrices is motivated by some
early results by Parlett and co-authors (see [26] and the references given therein) for positive
definite tridiagonal matrices recently extended by Koev [25] for general TP matrices represented
in factored form. The exploitation of rank structures in the context of matrix eigenvalue problems is
a hot research topic and it has led to several fast adaptations of the QR algorithm for certain classes
of rank-structured matrices (compare with [5,2,4,3,14,29,13,6]). The set of eligible classes could
in principle be enlarged by considering other iterative methods, such as the LR, HR and DQR
algorithm, falling into the wider set of factorization/reverse order multiply eigenvalue algorithms.
However, the applicability of these latter algorithms is generally restricted by numerical stability
considerations and it is worth finding out cases where the algorithms perform fast and accurate
as well. In this respect it is shown that the LR technique is suited for floating point eigenvalue
computation of TP matrices.
Let T = (ti,j ) ∈ Rn×n be an irreducible positive definite tridiagonal matrix. Without loss of
generality we can assume that ti+1,i = ti,i+1 > 0, 1  i  n − 1; otherwise, a diagonal similarity
transformation is applied to modify the signs of the off-diagonal nonzero entries. Such a matrix
T admits a triangular decomposition of the form T = LDLT, where L is unit lower bidiagonal
with positive subdiagonal entries and D is diagonal with positive diagonal entries. Whence T
is a nonsingular TP matrix and its symmetric triangular factorization has the form (2.3). The
LR-based eigenvalue algorithm in [26] computes the eigenvalues of T given in factored form at
high relative accuracy. More recently Koev [25] extended the use of this algorithm for accurate
eigenvalue computation of TP matrices represented in the form (2.3) as product of bidiagonal
factors. Koev’s algorithm essentially reduces the input matrix A to tridiagonal form by a sequence
of Neville eliminations which preserve the TP property. For a general A the cost of the reduction
is O(n3). Fast O(n2) algorithms that uses unitary similarity transformations to transform a rank-
structured matrix to tridiagonal and Hessenberg form are studied in [9]. The algorithms work with
a quasiseparable representation of the input matrix and apparently do not take advantage of the
properties of TP matrices.
The algorithm in [25] relies upon the following observation: the tridiagonalization of a TP ma-
trix represented in the form (2.3) can be achieved by annihilating one subdiagonal (superdiagonal)
entry at a time by a sequence of similarity transformations of the form A →Fj (α)A(Fj (α))−1
(A → (Fj (α))−TA(Fj (α))T), whereFj (α) is as defined in (2.5). For the sake of illustration,
let us consider the following example.
Example 4.1. Let A ∈F1,1 be the 4 × 4 matrix defined by
A =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
1 1 1 1
1 2 2 2
1 2 3 3
1 2 3 4
⎤⎥⎥⎦ .
The pure bidiagonal factorization of A of the form stated in Theorem 3.2 looks like
A = F ′1 · F ′2 · L(3) · D · L(3)
T · F ′2T · F ′1T,
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where
F ′1 = (I2 ⊕ S), F ′2 = (1 ⊕ S ⊕ 1), L(3) = (S ⊕ I2), D = I4, S =
[
1
1 1
]
.
The first step in the tridiagonalization procedure in [25] is to make zero the entry of A in
position (4,1). This task is accomplished by the similarity transformation
A → A1 = (I2 ⊕ S−1) · A · (I2 ⊕ S) =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
1 1 2 1
1 2 4 2
1 2 6 3
0 0 1 1
⎤⎥⎥⎦ .
Observe that the effect of the left multiplication of the factored form of A by the matrix (I2 ⊕ S−1)
is simply to make zero the subdiagonal entry of the first bidiagonal factor. Therefore, the com-
putation of the factored form of A1 basically amounts to incorporate the contribution of the right
multiplication into the factorization by using a bulge-chasing technique. We obtain that
A1 = F̂ ′2 · L̂(3) · D̂ · Û (3) · Ĝ′2 · Ĝ′1,
where
F̂ ′2 = F ′2, L̂(3) =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
1
1 1
0 1
1/2 1
⎤⎥⎥⎦ , D̂ = diag[1, 1, 2, 1/2],
Û (3) = L(3)T, Ĝ′2 = 1 ⊕
[
1 2
1
]
⊕ 1, Ĝ′1 = I2 ⊕
[
1 1/2
1
]
.
Then the reduction process can go on by making zero the entry of A1 in position (1, 4) and, again,
this corresponds to annihilate the superdiagonal entry of Ĝ′1.
Our main concern here is to carry out the cost analysis of the algorithm in [25] when applied
for the tridiagonalization of an input TP rank-structured matrix A represented in its factored form
as in Theorem 3.2. The complete reduction process A → T can be summarized as follows:
A = A1 → A2 → · · · → An−2 → An−1 = T .
The j th step creates zeros in the j th column and in the j th row of Aj−1 by working on the
pure bidiagonal decomposition of the trailing principal submatrix of Aj−1 of order n − j + 1.
After n − 2 steps the reduction is complete and T = An−1 is represented in factorized form
as T = L · D · U , where D is diagonal and L and U are unit lower bidiagonal and unit upper
bidiagonal, respectively.
For the sake of notational simplicity, let us consider the first step when j = 1. The matrix
A = A1 specified by its pure bidiagonal factorization
A = F ′1 · · ·F ′n−p−1 · L(n−p) · · ·L(n−1) · D · U(n−1) · · ·U(n−q) · G′n−q−1 · · ·G′1
is transformed by similarity into the matrix A2 with zero entries in positions (3, 1), . . . , (n, 1)
and (1, 3), . . . , (1, n) represented as
A2 =F′1 · · ·F′n−p−2 ·L(n−p) · · ·L(n−1) ·D ·U(n−1) · · ·U(n−q) · G′n−q−2 · · ·G′1,
whereD is diagonal,L(k) andF′k are lower unit bidiagonal matrices andU(k) and G′k are upper
unit bidiagonal matrices. In addition, the product of the trailing principal submatrices of order
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n − 1 of these factors yields a pure bidiagonal factorization of the corresponding submatrix of A2
fulfilling the conditions stated in Theorem 3.2. The zeroing process applied to the matrix A = A1
is carried out by a sequence of elementary transformations suitably chosen to annihilate the first
possibly nonzero off-diagonal entry of F ′1,G′1, . . . , L(n−2), U(n−2).
Observe that the first possibly nonzero subdiagonal entry ofF ′k is in position (n − k + 1, n − k)
and it can be annihilated by a similarity transformation of the formA →Fn−k(α)A(Fn−k(α))−1
for a suitable α. The left multiplication is for free since its only effect is to make zero the desired
subdiagonal entry. Thus the overall cost of the transformation amounts to perform the right
multiplication by re-computing the bidiagonal decomposition of the transformed matrix. Since
(Fn−k(α))−1 =Fn−k(−α) the computation is further simplified to determine the bidiagonal
decomposition of the form in Theorem 3.2 for the matrix
F ′1 · · ·F ′n−p−1 · L(n−p) · · ·L(n−1) · D · U(n−1) · · ·U(n−q) · G′n−q−1 · · ·G′1 ·Fn−k(−α).
The “bulge” Fn−k(−α) can be chased away accordingly with the scheme described at page
9 in [25]. Specifically, the matrix Fn−k(−α) is moved from the right side to the left side in
a number of consecutive steps until it disappear. Each step requires O(1) arithmetic operations
and is equivalent to one step of the LR algorithm performed accurately using some variants of
the qd algorithm [26]. For a general input matrix A this yields a cost of O(n2) flops for the
first step A = A1 → A2 and, hence, an overall cost of O(n3) flops for the tridiagonalization
scheme.
However, a careful looking at the algorithm says that significant computational savings can
be achieved in the case of a rank-structured matrix A due to the properties of its bidiagonal
factorization. An important observation is that there are at most 2q unit upper bidiagonal matrices
U(n−1), . . . , U(n−q), G′n−q−1, . . . ,G′1 whose superdiagonal entry in position (n − k, n − k + 1)
is nonzero. This means that the first n − 1 swaps can be performed at the cost of O(q) arithmetic
operations. After these steps the “bulge” is located in the middle of the factorization and it remains
to multiply this bulge by the unit lower bidiagonal factors. The cost of such a computation strongly
depends on the value of k. If 1  k  p then the bulge is absorbed into the factorization at
the end of the first p multiplications for the matrices L(n−1), . . . , L(n−p) at the cost of O(p)
arithmetic operations. If, otherwise, p + 1  k  n − p + 1 then the bulge is modified in the
first p multiplication and then attached without further changes to the kth factor at the cost of
O(p) arithmetic operations. Finally, for n − p  k  n − 2 the bulge is moved on the left along
all the factors at the cost of O(np) arithmetic operations.
A similar cost analysis also holds for the transformations needed to annihilate the superdiagonal
elements in the unit upper bidiagonal factors which correspond with the entries in the first row
of A = A1. Summing up, we arrive at the following cost estimate for the algorithm in [25] when
applied for reducing an input n × n rank-structured matrix A ∈Fp,q represented in its factored
form into tridiagonal form.
Theorem 4.2. A given input n × n rank-structured matrix A ∈Fp,q represented in the factored
form shown in Theorem 3.2 can be reduced by similarity in factored tridiagonal form using the
algorithm in [25] at the cost of O(n2(p2 + q2)) arithmetic operations.
Once the factored tridiagonal form of A is available, then its eigenvalues can be computed at
high relative accuracy by either the zero-shift QR algorithm [7] or the differential qd algorithm
in [26] at the overall cost of O(n2) arithmetic operations.
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5. Conclusion
The paper is concerned with Neville elimination applied to an n × n input rank-structured
matrix A ∈Fp,q for computing its bidiagonal decomposition. Under the assumption that the
complete reduction can be carried out without row and column exchanges, it is shown that the
exploitation of the structure enables the factorization to be computed cheaply. As a consequence,
we obtain an efficient representation of a nonsingular totally positive (TP) matrix A ∈Fp,q as
the product of bidiagonal factors all specified by a linear number of parameters. A cost analysis
of the tridiagonalization algorithm described in [25] applied to such a condensed factorization
is performed by showing that the complexity decreases to O(n2(p2 + q2)) arithmetic opera-
tions. In conclusion O(n2) fast algorithms can be used to approximate the eigenvalues of a TP
rank-structured matrixA ∈Fp,q at the same relative accuracy of the elements in its factored form.
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